Nienkämper NOW® Chair
Design: Mark Müller
Nienkämper has expanded its NOW® collection of boardroom and private office seating to encompass a wide range of mesh seat and back upholstery options in durable, knitted yarns. There are 30 colors in the mesh palette and three mesh chair-back weaves to choose from: Open, Horizontal or Box style. Upholstery options include, 1) knitted seat and mesh back in the same color; 2) knitted seat and mesh back in contrasting colors; 3) leather seat and mesh back combinations, and; 4) combinations pairing a leather-sleeved back with a knitted seat. A number of standard Nienkämper leather colors match the mesh palette, ensuring a truly color co-ordinated product.

Soft black arm pads are standard on both fixed aluminum arms and optional multifunction adjustable arms; these pads can also be upholstered in leather.

These options, along with all base, caster and upholstery finishes, may be viewed in the complete Nienkämper NOW® Chair price list, which can be downloaded at www.nienkamper.com.